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the MOVIE & the SERIES



L O G L I N E :
Three blood brothers,  descendants of a family massacred by Bugsy Siegel, 
work with the FBI to bring revenge on the mob, only to be entrenched deeper 
in the volatile life of crime, requiring the assistance of an unlikely hero.

These are the 

Columbus Avenue Boys

A cross between Godfather II meets Entourage



S Y N O P S I S
Spanning decades from the late 1800s to present 
day, set in a small town outside NYC, Tuckahoe, 
NY, a poor Italian immigrant family, the 
Scalamarris, begin to amass wealth, only to be 
squeezed by the mafia, and ultimately 
slaughtered at the hands of Bugsy Siegel. The 
sole male surviving relative, Vincent Scala, runs 
away, barely escaping. Tormented by his families 
brutal slaying, he joins the military and with a 
reckless, unspoken death wish he unintentionally 
becomes a war hero.  Fast forward to the 1990’s, 
unbeknownst to the great grandsons of the 
Scalamarris’, Chris, Tony and Sal, better known 
as the Columbus Avenue Boys,  find themselves 
entrenched in organized crime, until coming face-
to-face with their family’s horrific past.  With the 
help of the FBI’s most eager agent, Dominique 
Tejata, Chris masterfully plans the boys exit from 
the mob when suddenly everything is once again 
on the verge of blowing up right before their 
eyes. 
Will the Columbus Avenue Boys continue the 
vicious cycle only to experience the same horrific 
fate of their forefathers? Or will their grandfather, 
Vincent “Pops” Scala, the sole surviving male 
relative from the massacre, who bridges the past 
with the present, be able to avenge the Scalamarri 
name, and free his family once and for all from 
the deathly grip of the mob?

This epic tale of historical fiction takes us through 
Prohibition, The Great Depression, WWII, 9/11 
right up to the Presidential election of 2016.



From Pop Warner football as kids, to hitting the 
gym as teenagers in the 80’s, the Columbus Avenue 
Boys share a bond that is larger than life.  Cousins 
who grew up like brothers, Chris, the Wall Street 

Tycoon and brains of the three, to Sal the hopeless, 
romantic mafia-muscle, who loves to cook as much 
as life itself, and finally to Tony, Sal’s counterpart in 
the mob but nothing more than a big lovable softy.



"A family is something larger than who you can hold in your arms. It has a past and a future. Protecting that isn’t a choice, it’s instinct.” 
~Vincent 'Pops' Scala



C O M PA R A B L E S
H I T  S E R I E S  &  B O X  O F F I C E



CHARACTERS & CASTING IDEAS

CHRIS CAMERON~ Brains of the three & town Golden boy. Iraq war hero, 
billionaire hedge-fund manager. Runs away from his upbringing to find himself smack in 
the middle of facing who he is and where he comes from in an effort to help his boys 
escape the grips of the mob. Becomes President of United States in 2016.

ZAC EFRON  
The Greatest Showman,

JUSTIN HARTLEY 
This Is Us, Bad Moms

SEBASTIAN STAN 
Captain America,

SAL ESPOSITO~ The charismatic, self-proclaimed “ good looking one” of the 
boys. A ruthless enforcer for a mob crime family. He can sing, loves to cook and has a deep 
desire to open his own restaurant.

DAVID BAUTISTA 
Guardians of the Galaxy

JOE MANGIANELLO 
Magic Mike

ROB GRONKOWSKI 
Former NFL NE Pats

TONY ALBANESE~ The emotional firecracker of the three and also a ruthless 
enforcer for the mob. The son of a butcher who uses the skills his father taught him on 
human flesh. On the verge of losing his family unless he figures a way out of the gangster 
life.

JASON MOMOA 
Aquaman

ADAM DRIVER 
Star Wars: The Force Awakens

ROMAN REIGNS 
WWE

VINCENT “POPS” SCALA~  The Scalamarri family patriarch.  The ailing 
grandfather to the boys, who hides behind a wall of secrets until the bitter end.   The sole 
surviving male relative of his entire family at the hands of the Bugsy Seigel massacre.  On 
the run, he becomes a WWII hero and gets revenge on Bugsy, all the while framing the 
mob. A man who will stop at nothing to protect his family and even in his old age will not 
succumb to his illness until he knows his family is free from the mob once and for all.

JON VOIGHT 
Ray Donovan

SYLVESTER STALLONE 
Rocky, Rambo

CHAZZ PALMINTERI 
A Bronx Tale



SABINA CAMERON~  Chris’s big sister. Molested as a child by her aunt’s 
husband, Fortuno. Overcomes drug and alcohol abuse to seek revenge. A key player in 
helping the boys escape the grips of the mob.  Later on becoming one of the most 
respected female philanthropist.

CHARACTERS & CASTING IDEAS

MEGYN CAMERON~  A born & raised Queens girls from a NY Irish family. 
Chris’ college sweetheart & new bride. Comes from a three generation NYPD family.  
She doesn’t take any bullsh*t and puts everything on the line, including her marriage, 
when she finds out Chris is secretly plotting behind her back. 

AGENT DOMINQUE TEJATA / ELAUDYS~  FBI Agent who 
works with the Columbus Avenue Boys and goes undercover to infiltrate the mafia.  
She will stop at nothing to earn her bones in the agency. She goes on to marry a  
firefighter who perishes in the 9/11 terrorist attacks, which leads to a pit of depression 
that she can’t seem to find her way out of until she interweaves with the Columbus 
Avenue Boys again years later in 2006.

ELIZABETH MOSS 
Handmaiden’s Tale

MAGGIE GYLLENHAAL 
The Deuce

MILA KUNIS 
Bad Moms

BLAKE LIVELY 
AGE OF ADALINE

EMILIA CLARKE 
Game of Thrones

RACHEL MCADAMS 
True Detective

ALEXANDRIA DADDARIO 
Baywatch

GINA RODRIGUEZ 
Jane the Virgin

ZOE SALDANA 
Guardians of the Galaxy

CAMILA CABELLO 
Grammy Winner

TERESA SACRPINELLO SCALA~ The love of Vincent’s life.  She 
puts herself in harms way by joining the WAAC’s in WWII to rescue Vincent from 
himself. The beauty of a doe and the fierceness of a lion. She helps Vincent plot his 
revenge on Bugsy Siegel.

MIRANDA COSGROVE 
I, Carly

EMMA WATSON 
Harry Potter

EMMA ROBERTS 
We’re the Millers



CHARACTERS & CASTING IDEAS

JIMMY “TREE” TRACINO~  Coke-head, son of Don Tracino. 
Ruthless temper, runs a crew. Has a history with Sabina during her drug 
addiction years. Jealous of Chris. Skinny as a line of coke.

ADRIEN BRODY 
The Pianist

JOSEPH GORDON-LEVITT 
Inception

BEN FOSTER 
Hell or High Water

SANTO “TENTACLES” TRACINO~ The Don of the 
Gambino crime family. Father to Jimmy “Tree”.  A cold-blooded, chilling 
man who only cares about results. The type of guy who orders a murder 
while sitting at his dying wife’s bedside.

RAY LIOTTA 
Goodfellas

ANDY GARCIA 
The Godfather III

PAUL GIAMATTI 
Billions

YOUNG VINCENT SCALA~ Witnesses the brutal murder of 
his father and male relatives at the hands of Bugsy Siegel, then runs for his 
life joining the military. Plots and carries out revenge against Bugsy.

TIMOTHEE CHALAMET 
Call Me By Your Name

MICHAEL ANGARANO 
This Is Us

EZRA MILLER 
Justice League



COLUMBUS AVENUE BOYS SAGA  
Based off the Books  

by Author 
David Carraturo 

&  
Screenplay by  

Maria O’Bryan, Kevin O’Bryan & David Carraturo

H E L L   
O N   

E A R T H  

C O M I N G  S O O N  
2 0 2 0  

(The Columbus Avenue Boys early years -  
3rd book written)

(The Sequel to Columbus Avenue Boys - 
1st book written)

The Sequel to Cameron Nation &  
4th book written

2nd book written & Screenplay



R E V I E W S

"Just finished Columbus Ave Boys. It's fantastic! I just loved it. It flew off the 
page and I was so into the whole thing. Rich, textured, exciting, humor etc etc.”

                      ~Katie Ford Writer/Producer ~Miss Congeniality

“The script has received positive coverage in house and peaked our interest. 
We are definitely interested in North American distribution rights…”

               ~Stan Wertlieb ~ Grindstone Entertainment Group

The writing is fantastic, and I thought Maria and Kevin did a phenomenal job writing 
authentic dialogue and wrangling what I’m sure is a massive, sprawling book.”

~ Bryan Stankus- Fox Networks Group-Jackal

"Columbus Avenue Boys is a fascinating story of Italian immigrants, their families, and 
their connection to crime and how they escaped its hold on them. Several things 

attracted me. The history and how these people fit into it held my interest throughout 
the book. And then the individual stories also were well done. It is called 'historical 

fiction," but one can't help wondering how much is true because of the characters that 
were taken out of real life and added to the novel. This interesting book gives the reader 

a chance to be entertained while learning things of historical interest."     
~Writer’s Digest Annual Self-Published Book Awards

“A wild and exciting tale,”… “The script oozes with authenticity.”…”Introduces an immensely 
diverse and deep cast of characters.”… “Feels very reminiscent of The Godfather II.”

~WeScreenplay
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C O N TA C T

Chris hands Sabina the CIGAR. 

She takes a puff, and exhales it into the air, releasing her 
past.

Putting the cigar to the PICTURE, she sets it AFLAME.

The wind carries it overboard.

The moonlit boat sways to the sharp sound of CHOPPING bone.

CUT TO:

mailto:columbusavenueboys@gmail.com

